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If you've been on Instagram or Twitter in the last week, you’ve probably seen
friends using the Google Arts and Culture app. The app, which was released
in 2016 but recently became popular, compares a user's face to portraits in
museums from around the world. But while Google seems to be able to pull
eerily accurate matches from the 70,000 artworks belonging to its partner
institutions for white people, the results have been markedly limited and
sometimes outright offensive for people of color, and in particular Asian
people.

By searching the #GoogleArtsAndCulture hashtag, it's clear that the portrait
selection for individuals with Asian features is not large, frequently producing
top comparisons to a small set of Asian faces, that include Geishas and men
with Fu-Manchu-style facial hair, with little resemblance to the user.

 

 

For Asian-Americans (the app is limited to the US for now), the results not only
make us feel forgotten, having fewer possible portrait outcomes, but they also
perpetuate harmful stereotypes that we face on a routine basis. 

For Asian women, who seem particularly vulnerable to the lack of choice, the
comparison to literal geishas threatens to reify the racist image of the
Submissive Asian Women that has existed since before Madame Butter�ly.
According to the stereotype, all Asian women are shy, obedient, and exotic
sex objects whose top priority is to serve men. 

This photo or video has been removed from Instagram.

 

Followkasinblack

302 likes

kasinblack Accurate @googleartsculture @freersackler #kuchibeni #gion #seitoku #selfiesunday

view all 5 comments
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But while the app is Google's, the problem is a wider symptom of racism in
the art and tech world. 

Once again, Google is running into problems with how its technology
interacts with people of color. Google's facial recognition and comparison
software seem to be relying on stereotypical Asian features over more re�ined
ones in making its comparisons — resulting in matches that seem blunt and
tone-deaf in comparison with their white counterparts. This previously
became an issue for Google in 2015 when its facial recognition software was
found to be categorizing black people as "gorillas" in Google Photos.

Joy Buolamwini, a Researcher at MIT Media Lab and founder of the
Algorithmic Justice League, believes that such issues are created when teams
of mostly white engineers create facial recognition algorithms based on their
own recognition of facial features, which may contain racial biases from their
upbringing and experiences. Despite the ability for these algorithms to learn
through usage, a primarily white training library and user base will not help to
improve the algorithms recognition of people of color.

The lack of a signi�icant collection of Asian faces in the app can be attributed
to Google’s selection of its partner institutions and those institutions
themselves. Hundreds more organizations and museums are partnered with
Google in Europe and the US than in all of Asia, as can be seen on the map
below, a disparity that likely plays a part in the app's lack of diversity: 

A map of museums collaborating with Google. Google Arts and Culture

Another source of the problem is the historical representation of Asians in
museums in America. Aside from issues of Orientalist representation, Asian
people have had a fraught relationship with the US, and while contemporary
Asian artists such as Ai Wei Wei have recently found massive success in
Europe and the US, Asian people are still underrepresented in museums
across the western hemisphere.

Followart.teacher.mrs.wicks

18 likes

art.teacher.mrs.wicks Pretty close. Had to try. I'm a little less dolled up than the portrait. Love the
painting. Would be great to model it. #googleartsandculture #artteacher #arthistory #artmuseum
#portraitofaladyinpink

1 MONTH AGO

 

Followhameneggenchz

30 likes

hameneggenchz LMAO #googleartsandculture

view all comments
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While the inclusion of geishas or Fu Man Chus in Google's collection isn’t
necessarily a bad thing by itself, it becomes one when those stereotypes are
nearly the exclusive representation of Asian people in the app. Asian faces are
as diverse as white ones, and they deserve their day on Google Arts and
Culture. 

Digg has reached out to Google for comment and has yet to hear back. 

The Google Arts and Culture app thinks I look like a "Beautiful 
[Japanese] Woman"! :p Get more Asian faces in your art 
database, Google.
9:40 AM - Jan 15, 2018
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Raymond Gan
@rgan0

If you do that whole Google Arts & Culture app portrait 
comparison as an Asian male, it gives you one of 5-6 portraits 
that hardly resembles you but, hey, looks Asian enough. CC: 
@angryasianman
5:39 PM - Jan 13, 2018
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Benjamin Goggin is the News Editor at Digg. 
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On Thursday, the White House announced that North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un had extended an invitation for talks to President Trump, and Trump had
accepted. The decision seems like a logical endpoint in a rollercoaster ride of
mostly escalating, but recently deescalating, tensions between the countries.
So what should we make of the meeting? Here's what you should read.

Talking Is Good

While the prospect of an unpredictable Trump meeting with Kim Jong Un
might make some shudder, refusing the invite could have been much worse,
Fred Kaplan wrote in Slate before the White House's announcement:

If Trump proves unwilling to give that goal the slightest chance —
if it seems that he’s been imposing new sanctions and threatening
war, not in order to push Kim to the bargaining table but simply to
push him out of power or destroy his regime — then he will drive a
wedge in U.S.–South Korean relations, and Moon will feel
compelled to forge his own ties to the North. China will also feel
less obligated to abide by UN trade sanctions. Japan will view this
growing alignment of China and the two Koreas with alarm and —
equally troubled by America’s declining in�luence in the region —
will ratchet up its own military power, possibly even start
developing its own nuclear arsenal[.]
On the other hand, if Trump sends a delegation, he will shore up
US standing as a strong power and good ally. He could also take
credit — and he might be, to some extent, correct — for making
the talks happen through his threats to use force if Kim didn’t
back down.

[Slate]

But The Meeting Will Give Legitimacy To Kim Jong Un

Just like participation in the Olympics gave North Korea a platform to
establish themselves as legitimate and equal to other countries, a meeting
with the President of the United States will establish North Korea as a world
power worthy of recognition, writes Anna Fi�ield in The Washington Post:

Now, within a matter of months, Kim’s propagandists could �ill the
front pages with news of a meeting between what they will
doubtless describe as the two most powerful men in the world.
 
“Kim wants to portray himself as the bold leader of a normal,
peace-loving nuclear power who can meet an American president
as equals,” said Duyeon Kim, a senior fellow at the Korean
Peninsula Future Forum in Seoul.

[The Washington Post] 

And North Korea Has Repeatedly Pretended That They Were
Open To Denuclearization 

Former CIA Korea analyst Sue Mi Terry tells The Atlantic that North Korea has
repeatedly told the US that it's open to denuclearization, only to later
renege on its commitments. She suggests that this time, the country may just
be trying to bide its time.

"[I]t’s really hard to conclude at this point that all of a sudden Kim
Jong Un woke up one day and decided to genuinely give up
nuclear weapons after [conducting] 90 missile tests and nuclear
tests,” since coming to power in 2011, Sue Mi Terry, a former CIA
Korea analyst now at the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, told me earlier this week... Waves of diplomatic progress
with North Korea have repeatedly receded over the North’s refusal
to disclose all of its nuclear activities and verify that it is no longer
engaging in them... This time around, the North Koreans could be
opting for talks in order “to wait Trump out — buy time, avoid
further sanctions or God forbid a [military] strike,” she said. 

[The Atlantic]

What Is Trump Thinking?

While the move is certainly unprecedented and diplomatically bold,
Bloomberg writes that the strategy could bene�it Trump politically while also
potentially furthering security interests:

The turn of events will bleed attention from Trump’s domestic
political troubles, including special counsel Robert Mueller’s
continuing Russia probe and porn star Stormy Daniels’ lawsuit
alleging an affair with the president... Trump and his team
recognize the possibility that Kim’s outreach is not in good faith or
is some sort of ploy, an administration o�icial said. But the US
president’s advisers believe that if the US continues to exert
maximum pressure on the North Korean regime as the summit
approaches, Kim may be forced to make real concessions even if
he enters talks thinking he can avoid them.

[Bloomberg]

And What Can He Offer?

Victor Cha, a former National Security Council director for Asia, writes in The
New York Times that North Korea won't make a deal for free, suggesting that
Trump has two things that the US can offer: 

One would be to offer incremental energy and economic
assistance and the lifting of sanctions for a freeze and eventual
dismantlement of not just nuclear weapons, but also the long-
range ballistic missile program. The latter, in particular, has not
been the topic of negotiations in almost two decades, and Mr.
Trump could score a victory given his tweets during the campaign
that the North’s ability to target the United States homeland was
“never gonna happen” while he was president. 
 
A second path might be bolder, and for this reason it might be
more appealing to Mr. Trump. This would put much bigger carrots
on the table, including diplomatic normalization of relations and
even the conclusion of a peace treaty ending the Korean War in
return for denuclearization. It would be ironic if Mr. Trump, an
avowed hawk on North Korea, adopted this “big bang” approach
to diplomacy advocated for years by doves. 

[The New York Times]

 

Benjamin Goggin is the News Editor at Digg. 
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By now, just about everyone knows that adult �ilm performer Stormy Daniels
(née Stephanie Clifford) allegedly had an affair with President Donald Trump in
2006. But in the past week or so, it's become increasingly di�icult to keep up
with the escalating game of cat and mouse between Daniels and Trump's
personal lawyer, Michael Cohen. Here's what we know.

This piece has been updated throughout to re�lect the latest news.

Shortly Before The 2016 Election, Daniels Signed A
Nondisclosure Agreement With Trump's Lawyer

During the campaign, a number of journalists began asking Daniels about her
relationship with Trump, according to the Washington Post. Cohen found out
that reporters were sni�ing around, and he arranged a "hush agreement" with
Daniels. In exchange for her silence, Daniels received $130,000.

Somehow, news of the agreement got out anyway. In January of this year, the
Wall Street Journal reported that Cohen had made the suspicious-looking
$130,000 payment to Daniels, citing interviews with "people familiar with the
matter." 

A few days later, In Touch published an interview that it had conducted with
Daniels about her encounter with Trump back in 2011 but never published.  

In February, Cohen Acknowledged That He Paid Daniels
$130,000

After news broke of Cohen's $130,000 payment to Daniels, a government
watchdog group called Common Cause �iled a complaint with the Federal
Elections Commission, alleging that the payment constituted an "in-kind"
contribution to the Trump campaign. In mid-February, Cohen issued
statements to the FEC and the New York Times acknowledging the payment
but denying that Trump was involved and refusing to say what the payment
was for.

"Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a
party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed
me for the payment, either directly or indirectly," Mr. Cohen said
in a statement to The New York Times. "The payment to Ms.
Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a
campaign expenditure by anyone."
 
He declined to answer several follow-up questions, including
whether Mr. Trump had been aware that Mr. Cohen made the
payment, why he made the payment or whether he had made
similar payments to other people over the years.

[The New York Times]

Needless to say, the idea that Cohen had paid Daniels for no particular reason
and without Trump's consent or knowledge struck many people as
implausible. It was later reported that Cohen had privately complained to
friends about not being reimbursed by Trump for the payment around the
time of the election, undermining Cohen's claim that Trump didn't know
about the payment.

Cohen Reportedly Used A Trump Organization Email Address
To Broker The Transaction

NBC reports that Michael Cohen used a Trump Organization email account to
conduct business with Daniels, undermining his statements attempting to
dissociate Trump from the payments. You can see the email here. 

Daniels Has Offered To Pay The Money Back

Now, Daniels is offering to pay the money back in exchange for her rights to
speak about her interactions with Trump.

Adult �ilm actress Stormy Daniels is offering to return the $130,000 payment
she received from President Donald Trump's attorney in exchange for
dissolving a so-called "Hush Agreement."... Clifford's attorney, Michael
Avenatti, sent Cohen a letter offering to wire $130,000 by Friday to an
account designated by the President. In exchange, the settlement agreement
between Clifford, Trump and Cohen's company would be "deemed null and
void in their entirety." 

[CNN]

Cohen Preemptively Filed For A Restraining Order Against
Daniels

Though Daniels still hadn't spoken on the record about her affair with Trump
since the 2016 agreement was signed, Cohen obtained a restraining order
against her from an "emergency arbitrator" on February 27. The restraining
order, which you can read in full here, refers to Daniels using the pseudonym
Peggy Peterson and basically reiterates that she is not allowed to discuss
anything in the con�idential settlement she signed in October 2016.
According to the New York Times, Daniels (whom the Times refers to as
Clifford) was shocked by the restraining order, and her lawyer, Michael
Avenatti, said that he didn't consider it valid.

The restraining order took her by surprise. A close friend of Ms.
Clifford's, J. D. Barrale, said in an interview that she learned Mr.
Cohen initiated arbitration proceedings when she landed on a
�light from Los Angeles to Texas. "She was shocked," Mr. Barrale
said.
 
Mr. Avenatti said Ms. Clifford had "never even been provided an
opportunity to respond" to Mr. Cohen's action in arbitration. 

[The New York Times]

Daniels Then Sued For 'Declaratory Relief' From The
Agreement

After Cohen obtained the restraining order against Daniels, she decided to
ignore it and sue for "declaratory relief" from her 2016 agreement — basically,
she wants a court to declare it invalid. The lawsuit states that Daniels had an
"intimate relationship" with Trump in 2006 and 2007, and it contains the full
text of the October 2016 settlement (which refers to Daniels as Peggy
Peterson and Trump as David Dennison). 

The lawsuit says: "Mr. Trump, with the assistance of his attorney,
Mr. Cohen, aggressively sought to silence Ms. Clifford as part of
an effort to avoid her telling the truth, thus helping to ensure he
won the presidential election."
 
Cohen has previously denied that the payment breached
campaign �inance law. But the lawsuit raises new accusations
against Cohen, saying that "through intimidation and coercive
tactics," he caused Daniels this year to sign a statement denying
the affair. The suit says Cohen has continued to try to "intimidate"
Daniels into keeping quiet in recent weeks as reports about the
deal and Daniels's relationship with Trump have leaked out and
Daniels has given television interviews.

[The Washington Post]

Daniels argues that the 2016 settlement is invalid both because Trump never
signed it — allegedly "so he could later, if need be, publicly disavow any
knowledge of the Hush Agreement" — and because Cohen violated the
con�identiality of the agreement by acknowledging it in February. You can
read the full text of the lawsuit here. 

Legal Experts Are Skeptical Of Daniels' Argument That The
Settlement Is Invalid Because Trump Didn't Sign It
As Slate's Scott Pilutik explains, a court might decide that Trump's signature
or lack thereof doesn't matter, since Cohen and Daniels both signed the
agreement and Daniels accepted the $130,000 from Cohen.

[I]f Clifford deposited the check, the court might view that act as
a unilateral rati�ication of her end of the agreement. If a court
interprets the parties' conduct as evincing the existence of a
contract, it wouldn't then matter whether either party signed. 
 
Whether Clifford's attorney is right involves an area of contract
law most lawyers last encountered on their �irst-year exam, known
as the "statute of frauds." Each state has its own such statute and
they're largely similar, but essentially it requires that certain types
of contracts must be signed in writing by both parties. It's well-
established that a court can �ind a contract even where neither
party signs simply by the conduct of the parties, though this rule
is somewhat constrained in contracts governed by the statue of
frauds. If a court deems this agreement as falling outside the
statue of frauds, then Trump's lack of signature might not matter. 

[Slate]

If a judge �inds that the 2016 agreement is valid, it could force Daniels to hash
it out with Cohen in private arbitration, where she could be required to pay
out stiff penalties — the agreement states that she has to pay Trump
$1,000,000 every time she breaches the contract.

Trump Got Dragged Into The Battle When His Press Secretary
Acknowledged The Agreement

If it's true that Trump refused to sign the agreement in order to maintain
plausible deniability about being involved in it, then White House press
secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders stepped in it when she said this week that
the arbitration was decided in Trump's favor. An anonymous White House
source told CNN that Trump is displeased that Sanders was unable to
maintain his �limsy facade of innocence.

On Wednesday, Sanders told reporters that the arbitration was
won "in the President's favor." The statement is an admission that
the nondisclosure agreement exists, and that it directly involves
the President. It is the �irst time the White House has admitted the
President was involved in any way with Daniels.

"POTUS is very unhappy," the source said. "Sarah gave the Stormy
Daniels storyline steroids yesterday." 

[CNN]

The Lawsuit Opens The Door For A Potentially Messy
Discovery Process

[I]f her court case proceeds, Mr. Trump and his longtime personal
lawyer, Michael D. Cohen, may have to testify in depositions,
several lawyers said in interviews on Thursday. Ms. Clifford’s suit
could possibly also provide evidence of campaign spending
violations, which would bolster a pending Federal Election
Commission complaint against Mr. Trump’s campaign. 

[The New York Times]

Trump's Lawyers Are Now Considering Attempting To Block
Daniels' '60 Minutes' Interview From Airing

BuzzFeed News reports that Trump-team lawyers are considering taking legal
action against the news magazine show "60 Minutes" in order to stop an
interview with Daniels that is supposed to be shown on air next Sunday. Their
legal argument wasn't clear at the time of the report. 
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'GREED IS MY GO-TO WEAP ON'

The Secret
Double Life Of
Felix Sater

  

Felix Sater has been cast as a Russian ma�ioso,
a career criminal and a key business associate
of President Donald Trump — but he spent
more than two decades as an intelligence asset
who helped the US government track terrorists
(including Osama bin Laden) and mobsters.
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THE UNEXPL AINED ALLOYS STRIKE AGAIN

UFO Research Company
Releases New Pentagon
Footage Of Extremely Fast-
Moving Object

 

In the video, a pilot can be heard marveling at
the object and asking, "What the [expletive] is
that thing?" and "What is that, man?"

71 diggs Space
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REST UNEASY

Trying Every Sleep Hack
Imaginable For An Entire
Month

  

Kate Leaver is a diagnosed insomniac. Here,
she spends an entire month trying to �ind relief.

2 diggs BBC Health
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Need a vacation? Same. These credit cards
help make your travel dreams come true with
substantial rewards like: 2x miles on every
purchase, massive sign-up bonuses and one
that will even match all the miles you earn in
your �irst year.
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THIS IS AB SOLUTELY DELIGHTFUL

Dancing Woman Loudly Sings
About Having The Whole
Subway Car To Herself, Until
She Realizes There's Someone
Else On It

 

"Oh my god, I just realized there's another
person on this train."

1 digg Funny
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' THE ULTIMATE INSIDER'

Fat Leonard's Crimes On The
High Seas

  

The rise and fall of the defense contractor who
bought off Navy brass with meals, liquor,
women and bribes.

2 diggs Rolling Stone Long Reads
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SWEET KARMA

Speeding Driver Passes Cars
In A No-Passing Zone,
Immediately Gets Pulled Over
By Police

 

Given that the police car was parked on the left
in full view of the speeding driver, we don't
have much sympathy here.

2 diggs Video
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A BL ANC CANVAS

Julian Casablancas On His
Album, The Strokes, And How
Money Ruined Modern Pop

  

As the lead singer of the Strokes, Julian
Casablancas became famous for embodying
classic rock-and-roll nonchalance. These days,
though, he’s more interested in showing how
deeply he’s engaged.

4 diggs Vulture Music
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GOOD QUESTION

How Can I Get My Girlfriend
Back After My Mom Poisoned
Her, And Other Advice
Column Questions

 

A roundup of the most interesting, thought-
provoking and surprising questions that our
favorite columnists addressed in recent days.

5 diggs Good Question
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BAD BOYS

Undercover Cops Run Red
Light, Try To Give Driver Who
Recorded It A Ticket

 

If you're going to run a red in your unmarked
cop car and then try to ticket the driver who
was legally completing a left turn... make sure
that driver doesn't have a dash cam.

28 diggs Criminal Justice
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HAD US AT 'HELLO'

The Surreal Trailer For 'Sorry
To Bother You' Has Us Utterly
Hooked

 

"In a dystopian not-too-distant future, black
telemarketer Cassius Green discovers a
magical key to professional success and is
propelled into a macabre universe."

2 diggs Movies
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THERE'S MINING RIGS IN THEM THAR HILLS

The Mountain West's Second
Gold Rush: Bitcoin

  

Thanks to its plentiful land and cheap power,
rural Montana, Washington and Wyoming are
now home to a new crop of cryptocurrency
prospectors. Their neighbors aren't too happy
about it.

1 digg BuzzFeed Long Reads
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FROM THE DIGG STORE

The Ultimate LED Bundle
  

It includes a tactical lantern, tactical light, and
headlamp — all of which are completely
weatherproof, indestructible and armed with
high-e�iciency LED bulbs.

1 digg store.digg.com Digg Store
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Google Arts and Culture appears to have a skewed database. Google Arts and Culture

WE NEED A BIGGER PALETTE

Is Google's Arts And
Culture App Racist?

 AP Photo/Ahn Young-joon

TRUMP THE DIPLOMAT?

Is Trump's Meeting With
Kim Jong Un A Good
Idea? Here's What To
Read
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A GUIDE TO THE MADNESS

Stormy Daniels Offers To
Pay Back 'Hush Money'
To Tell Her Trump Story
— Here's What's Going
On

Is Google's Arts And Culture App Racist?
  


